Roadside Audience Measurement
Roadside audiences include drivers, private vehicle passengers,
public transport commuters (bus/tram), pedestrians and cyclists.
Advertising faces that are visible to this passing audience are
measured as part of the roadside process. Each advertising
opportunity in a roadside environment has its demographic profile
and mode of travel used by the audience measured against the
population in which the advertising face is located.
Roadside static faces
Roadside static faces include any fixed location along each road,
eg. large billboards, bus/tram shelters, etc.
Each advertising face is measured separately according to which
audience streams are relevant. To achieve this, each advertising face
is allocated an area/zone based on its location, size and direction
from which an Opportunity To See (OTS) audience is obtained.
Cuende Infometrics software generates for MOVE (Measurement
of Outdoor Visibility and Exposure) each stretch of road that is a
potential viewing audience locations within the area/zone.
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Using its trademark Zone of Visibility, the Cuende process only
includes people who have sight lines to the advertising face based on
factors such as distance of viewing, orientation and land use.
Cuende identifies from the the Zenith travel model the specific OTS
audience points for every roadside static face within the MOVE
system. This information is then used to extract from the Zenith
travel model the relevant OTS for each roadside static face, as shown
in the diagram.
Each OTS audience identified is allocated their relevant Visibility
Index (VI), appropriate to the stretch of road and audience mode
within that stretch to achieve a final Likelihood To See (LTS) result.
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The above diagram describes the Cuende Zone of
Visibility process

Roadside external moving faces
A transit model was developed to accurately calculate the total
potential audiences of external advertising faces on public transport
vehicles (buses/trams) using the Zenith travel model.
The transit model determines how the travelling public interacts
with mobile advertising faces from the same road, at intersections
and bus/tram stops, while the bus is either servicing a route or dead
running (not in service but out of the depot).
In other words it captures private vehicle drivers and passengers,
public transport commuters, pedestrians and cyclists that are moving
along traffic links in concert with each public transport vehicle.
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The above diagram describes the transit model
process

As with static roadside, each of these audiences will have different
levels of visibility and consequently different VI’s used in generating
the final LTS result.
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